The typical mathematical language systematically exploits notational and logical abuses whose resolution requires not just the knowledge of domain specific notation and conventions, but not trivial skills in the given mathematical discipline. A large part of this background knowledge is expressed in form of equalities and isomorphisms, allowing mathematicians to freely move between different incarnations of the same entity without even mentioning the transformation. Providing ITP-systems with similar capabilities seems to be a major way to improve their intelligence, and to ease the communication between the user and the machine. The present paper discusses our experience of integration of a superposition calculus within the Matita interactive prover. Superposition provides the key ingredient for a "smart" application tactic that allows the user to disregard many tedious details otherwise needed to convince the system that his reasoning step is indeed correct. We also show how this kind of automation, named small scale, can serve as the building block for the more general, large scale, case, allowing a smooth integration of equational reasoning with backward-based proof searching procedures.
Introduction
One usually thinks of Mathematics as a precise discipline, often confusing mathematical rigor with logical formality. In fact, most mathematics is simply too informal to be directly handled by the logical and algebraic means offered by interactive or automated theorem provers. The typical mathematical discourse systematically exploits symbol overloading and notational abuses that can hardly be understood by automatic devices without substantial help from the user side, that is one of the reasons why formal encoding is so expensive and frustrating. The crucial point is that the intrinsic ambiguity of the mathematical vernacular can only be resolved by a sufficiently contextual interpretation, requiring not just the knowledge of its specific notation and conventions, but nontrivial skills in the given mathematical discipline. A large part of this background knowledge is expressed in form of equalities and isomorphisms, allowing a mathematician to freely move between different incarnations (intensions) of the same entity without even mentioning the transformation. Providing ITP-systems with similar capabilities seems to be a major way to improve their intelligence, and to ease the communication between the user and the machine. In the present paper, we discuss our experience of integration of a superposition calculus within the Matita interactive prover, providing in particular a very flexible, "smart" application tactic, and a simple, innovative approach to automation.
The need for a stronger integration between fully automatic (resolution) provers and interactive ones, and more generally for a stronger automation support in proof assistants is a major challenge (see e.g. [13] ) and many efforts have been already done in this direction: for instance, KIV has been integrated with the tableau prover 3T A P [1] ; HOL has been integrated with various first order provers, such as Gandalf [14] and Metis [15] ; Coq has been integrated with Bliksem [6] ; Isabelle was first integrated with a purpose-built prover [21] and more recently with Vampire [19] .
We share most of the principles guiding these efforts, and in particular the need to refer to a large library of known lemmas, and the goal to deliver a checkable proof, in conformity with the trusted kernel philosophy (sometimes referred to as De Bruijn principle) inspiring most interactive provers.
However, there are two different uses of automation that have different requirements and possibly deserve different approaches and solutions.
The first one (small scale automation) is to relieve the user from the burden to fill in relatively trivial steps, by automatically completing the missing gaps. This kind of automation must be fast, robust and sufficiently predictable, in the sense that the automation procedure should not miss simple solutions when they exist. In general, in this case, the user is not interested to read back the proof and there is no point in trying to transform it in a human readable format.
The second use of automation (large scale automation) is to really help the user in the process of devising the proof. In spite of all the progresses in this field, a fully automatic approach still looks highly problematic: a more promising approach seems to be that of improving the cooperation between human and machine, and in particular of making a better profit of the machine's combinatorial capabilities. At present, "interaction" in ITP systems is essentially restricted to a master-slave command execution loop, that frustrates the computational power of machines. A better repartition of the work could consist in leaving to the user the most intelligent tasks, such as identifying the key lemmas, proof principles and intermediate results of interest for the proof, assigning to the system the burden of composing them into a coherent proof (eventually exploiting a huge library of known results). The user has hence the responsibility to cut the search space, while the machine is supposed to automatically and systematically explore it (this was also our guiding idea behind the design of the automation driver of Matita version 0.5.x [3] ). Another recent system close to this conception is Ωmega [5] : in this case the user drives the search by means of proof plans, invoking external reasoners to fullfill them.
For large scale automation, we could bear to run time consuming jobs, possibly working for hours in the background. The result is completely unpredictable, and probably unstable. The system should produce a proof in a format as readable as possible, since the user is surely interested to inspect it himself, apart from pasting it into the proof script (if proof searching is expensive we probably wish to avoid running it over and over every time we recompile the script, or at least to have the possibility to choose between these two alternatives). The heuristic, unstable nature of complex automation procedures, combined with the verbose nature of fully formal proofs, naturally suggest the idea of producing "proof traces" as a compact, readable and reproducible output of automation devices. This is the point where the two kinds of automation recombine together, since the execution of proof traces precisely requires small scale automation capabilities. Our point is that a good part of these capabilities are fulfilled by reasoning up to equalities, providing the connective glue that constitutes most of that background knowledge tacitly, almost unconsciously used in the typical mathematical reasoning. Superposition provides a natural support for reasoning modulo a congruence on propositions, implementing ideas similar to [10] , and providing a flexible and powerful tool for small scale automation.
One of the components of the Matita interactive theorem prover is a state of the art, first order, untyped superposition algorithm, able to compete with the best tools currently available: in particular, our system scored in fourth position in the unit equality division at the 22nd CADE ATP System Competition, beating a glorious system such as Otter, and being awarded as the best new entrant tool [25] . Note in particular that Matita is entirely written in a functional language (OCaml), while most ATP system (with the relevant exception of Metis, that was however beaten by Matita) are written in imperative code.
In this paper, we shall provide a theoretical and architectural description -as self contained as possible -of this tool (Section 2); hence we shall discuss its integration with Matita (Section 3), and show some of its applications, mostly aimed to improve the intelligence of commands (smart application, Section 4) and the overall automation of the system (Section 5).
Superposition
Techniques for equational reasoning are a key component in many automated theorem provers and interactive proof and verification systems [4, 20, 7] . The main deductive mechanism is a completion technique [16] attempting to transform a given set of equations into a confluent rewriting system so that any two terms are equal if and only if they have identical normal forms. Not every equational theory can be presented as such a confluent rewriting system, but you may progressively approximate it by means of a refutationally complete method called ordered completion. The deductive inference rule used in completion procedures is superposition which consists of first unifying one side of one equation with a subterm of another, and hence rewriting it with the other side; the selection of the two terms to be unified is guided by a given term ordering, which imposes certain restrictions on inferences, with the major benefit to prune the search space. All results in this section are known, and we only report them for the sake of completeness.
Preliminaries
Let F bet a countable alphabet of functional symbols, and V a countable alphabet of variables. We denote with T (F , V ) the set of terms over F with variables in V . A term t ∈ T (F , V ) is either a 0-arity element of F (constant), an element of V (variable), or an expression of the form f (t 1 , . . . ,t n ) where f is a element of F of arity n and t 1 , . . . ,t n are terms.
Let s and r be two terms. s| p denotes the subterm of s at position p and s[r] p denotes the term s where the subterm at position p has been replaced by r.
A substitution is a mapping from variables to terms. Two terms s and t are unifiable if there exists a substitution σ such that sσ = tσ . Moreover, in the previous case, σ is called a most general unifier (mgu) of s and t if for all substitution θ such that sθ = tθ , there exists a substitution τ which satisfies
A literal is either an abstract predicate (represented by a term), or an equality between two terms. A clause Γ ∆ is a pair of multisets of literals: the negative literals Γ, and the positive ones ∆. If Γ = / 0 (resp. ∆ = / 0), the clause is said to be positive (resp. negative). A Horn clause is a clause with at most one positive literal. A unit clause is a clause composed of a single literal. A unit equality is a unit clause where the literal is an equality.
Term orderings and Inference rules
A strict ordering ≺ over T (F , V ) is a transitive and irreflexive (possibly partial) binary relation. An ordering is stable under substitution if s ≺ t implies sσ ≺ tσ for all terms t, s and substitutions σ . A well founded monotonic ordering stable under substitution is called reduction ordering (see [8] ).
The intuition behind the use of reduction orderings for limiting the combinatorial explosion of the number of equations during inference, is to only rewrite big terms to smaller ones.
superposition left This rule defines backward reasoning steps. The equational fact l = r is combined with the goal t 1 = t 2 obtaining a the goal (
superposition right This rule defines forward reasoning steps. The two equational facts l = r and t 1 = t 2 obtaining a new fact (
equality resolution This is the rule that ends the proof search.
if there exists σ = mgu(t 1 ,t 2 ).
Simplification rules
For efficiency reasons, the calculus must be integrated with a few additional optimization rules, the most important one being demodulation ( [26] ):
subsumption This rule allows to identify and drop clauses that happen to be the instance of more general ones, and are thus superflous.
tautology elimination This rule eliminates equational facts that are provable with the equality resolution rule and are thus superflous.
demodulation This rule aims at reducing the size of the clauses involved in the proof search, speeding up all operations whose complexity is determined by the size of the terms involved. The intuitive idea is to consider clauses modulo know equational facts and record only their smaller representative.
if lσ ≡ C| p and lσ rσ .
The main algorithm
To avoid combining the same clauses twice, it is convenient to keep them in two sets, that are traditionally called active and passive. The general invariant is that clauses in the active sets have been already composed together in all possible ways. A step consists in selecting some clauses from the passive set, add them to the active set, compose them with the current active set -and thus with themselves -(inference), and finally add the newly generated clauses to the passive set (possibly after a simplification).
A natural strategy would consist in selecting the whole passive set at each iteration, realizing a sort of breadthfirst strategy. The advantage of this strategy is that it is very predictable, and hence particularly easy to debug. Unfortunately the number of new equations generated at each step grows extremely fast, practically preventing to iterate the main loop more than a few steps. To avoid this problem, the opposite solution is usually adopted, consisting in selecting just one passive equation at each step. The equation is selected according to suitable heuristics (size, goal similarity, and so on), usually comprising some fairness criterion to ensure completeness (we must ensure that any passive equation will be selected, soon or later). This approach is called the given-clause algorithm (figure 1), and it is the procedure used (with some variations) by all modern theorem provers (see e.g. [22] ). The advantage of this method is that the passive set grows much slower, allowing a more focused and deeper inspection of the search space. The drawback is that the algorithm becomes extremely sensitive to the selection heuristic, leading to more unpredictable behaviour.
In order to get a high performance tool, the given clause algorithm has to be tuned and optimized in several ways. The critical areas are:
• Data structures and code optimization
• Orderings used to orientate rewriting rules
We are currently using relatively simple data structures (discrimination trees [17] ) for term indexing, but we plan to exploit in the near future more specific data structures (such as substitution [12] or context trees [11] ).
On complex problems (e.g. problems in the TPTP library with rating greater then 0.30) the choice of a good ordering for inference rules is of critical importance. As we already mentioned, we have implemented several orderings, comprising standard Knuth-Bendix (KBO), non recursive Knuth-Bendix (NRKBO), lexicographic path ordering (LPO) and recursive path ordering (RPO). The best suited ordering heavily depends on the kind of problem, and is hard to predict 1 .
Luckily, on simpler problems (of the kind required for small scale automation) the given-clause algorithm is less sensitive to the term-ordering, and any of them usually produce a solution in a reasonable amount of time.
The selection strategy currently implemented by Matita is a based on combination of age and weight. The weight is a positive integer that provides an estimation of the "complexity" of the clause, and is tightly related to the number of occurrences of symbols in it.
Another important issue for performance is demodulation: the given clause algorithm spends most of its time (up to 80%) in simplification, hence any improvement in this part of the code has a deep impact on performance. However, while reductions strategies, sharing issues and abstract machines have been extensively investigated for lambda calculus (and in general for left linear systems) less is known for general first order rewriting systems. In particular, while an innermost (eager) reduction strategy seem to work generally better than an outermost one (especially when combined with lexicographic path ordering), one could easily create examples showing an opposite behaviour (even supposing to always reduce needed redexes).
Although we did not want to focus too much on developing specific heuristics, two widespread techniques, not yet implemented, would still be of great interest. The first one is Limited Resource Strategy [23] , which basically allows the procedure to skip some inference steps if the resulting clauses are unlikely to be processed, because of a lack of time or memory. The other promising technique is indexing modulo associativity and commutativity [9] , which is often heavily used when working on algebraic structures.
Integrating superposition with Matita

Library management
A simple possibility for integrating superposition with Matita is simply to solve goals assuming as initial passive set all equational facts in the library (plus the equations in the local context). The main drawback of this approach is that passive equations would be selected slowly, and in a quite repetitive way every time a new problem is met. In fact, superposition right, as any forward operation, only concern facts, and apart from the local hypothesis, most of these facts are known in advance. This suggest that, in ITP systems, forward operations should be processed, as much as possible, off line; but then we have to face the dual problem, namely to avoid an unnecessary proliferation of results, polluting the library (and the memory) with trivialities. The compromise adopted in Matita was suggested by the observation that, in a given-clause algorithm, selection is a conspicuous operation requiring an intelligent choice; but all theorems in the library are indeed already a "selected" subset (otherwise, there would be no point to record them). In other words, the idea is to use the unit equalities in the library not as initial passive set, but as the active one. This means that every time a new equality is added to the library it also goes through one cycle of the given-clause algorithm as if it was the newly selected passive equation: it is composed (after simplification) with all existing active equations (that is, up to simplifications, all previously proved equalities), and the newly created equations are added to the passive list 2 This way, we have a natural, simple but traceable syntax to drive the saturation process: it is enough to explicitly list in the library the selected equation. At the same time, this approach reduces the verbosity of the library, since trivial results generated by superposition in the passive list may be used without the need to declare (and name) them explicitly.
Input/Output
The communication between Matita and the superposition tool is not precise. As we already said, our superposition algorithm is first order and untyped; instead of attempting a complex encoding of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) in first order logic (that is the approach adopted e.g. in [18] ), we prefer to use a naive, but efficient translation, possibly losing information. We shall then try to automatically reconstruct the missing information during proof reconstruction, exploiting the sophisticated inference capability of the Matita refiner [2] . As a consequence, automation is a best effort service: not only it may obviously fail to produce a proof, but sometimes it could produce an argument that the system is not able to refine correctly (independently from the fact if the delivered proof was "correct" or less).
Although there is no particular problem to implement a typed superposition algorithm, or even embedding types as first order terms (in more or less naive ways, according to the way we wish to take convertibility into account), for performance reasons we decided to work with completely untyped terms. In particular, equations r = T s of the calculus of constructions are translated to first order equations by merely following the applicative structure of r and s, and translating any other subterm into an opaque constant. The type T of the equation is recorded, but we are not supposed to be able to compute types for subterms.
Since all equations are combined together via superposition rules, there is a (modest) risk of producing "ill-typed" terms. Consider for instance the superposition left rule (the reasoning is similar for the other rules)
where σ = mgu(l,t 1 | p ) and lσ rσ . The risk is that t 1 | p has a different type from l, hence resulting into an illegal rewriting step. Note however that l and r are usually rigid terms, whose type is uniquely determined by the outermost symbol. Moreover, t 1 | p cannot be a variable, hence they must share this outermost symbol. If l is not rigid, it is usually a variable x and if x ∈ r (like e.g. in x = x + 0) we have (in most orderings) l r that again rules out rewriting in the wrong direction.
This leads us to the following notion of admissibility. We say that an applicative term f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is implicitly typed if its type is uniquely determined by the type of f . We say that an equation l = r is admissible if both l and r are implicitly typed, or l r and r is implicitly typed. If an equation is not admissible, we forbid to take it into account for superposition.
(Re)construction of the proof term
Reading back a superposition proof inside any interactive prover is a relatively simple operation (just requiring rewriting), and one of the reasons for sticking to this fragment. In the superposition module, each proof step in encoded as a tuple
Step of rule * int * int * direction * position * substitution where rule is the kind of rule which has been applied, the two integers are the two id s of the composing equations (referring to a "bag" of unit clauses), direction is the direction the second equation is applied to the first one, position is a path inside the rewritten term and finally substitution is the mgu required for the rewriting step. The proof has the shape depicted in Figure 2 , where all superposition left steps are on the rightmost spine leading from the Goal to the empty clause. Superpostion right steps are forward rewriting operations and their translation is straightforward; on the other side, superposition left steps must be reverted in order to build a direct proof of the (suitably instantiated) goal from its refutation. To generate a CIC proof term, clauses are topologically sorted w.r.t. their dependendices (to respect scoping), their free variables are explicitly quantified, and nested let-in patterns are used to build the proof. A delicate point of the translation is closing each clause w.r.t. its free variables, since we should infer a type for them. The simplest solution is to generate so called "implicit" arguments leaving to the Matita refiner [2] , the burden of guessing them. For instance, superposing plusC : x + y = y+x with plusA : x + (y + z) ← = (x + y) + z at the underlined position and in the given direction gives rise to the following piece of code, where question marks stands for implicit arguments: § ¤ let clause 59 :
∀x183 :?. ∀x184 :?. ∀x185 :?. x183 + (x184 + x185)) = x184 + (x185 + x183) := λ x183 :?.
λ x184 :?. λ x185 :?. eq indnat ((x184 + x185) + x183) (λ x : nat.x183 + (x184 + x185) = x) (plusC x183(x184 + x185))(x184 + (x185 + x183)) (plusA x184x185x183) in . . . ¦ ¥
Smart applications
The first interesting application of superposition (apart its use for solving equational goals), is the implementation of a more flexible application tactic. As a matter of fact, one of the most annoying aspects of formal development is the need of transforming notions to match a given, existing result. As we already said, most of these transformations are completely transparent to the typical mathematical discourse, and we would like to obtain a similar behaviour in interactive provers. Given a goal G and a theorem t: Γ → A, the goal is to try to match A with G up to the available equational knowledge base, in order to apply t. We call it, the smart application of t to G.
We use superposition in the most direct way, exploiting on one side the higher-order features of CIC, and on the other the fact that the translation to first order terms does not make any difference between predicates and functions: we simply generate a goal A = G and pass it to the superposition tool (actually, it was precisely this kind of operation that motivated our original interest in superposition). If a proof is found, G is transformed into A by rewriting and t is then normally applied.
Superposition, addressing a typically undecidable problem, can easily diverge, while we would like to have a reasonably fast answer to the smart application invocation, as for any other tactic of the system. We could simply add a timeout, but we prefer to take a different, more predictable approach. As we already said, the overall idea is that superposition right steps -realising the saturation of the equational theory -should be thought of as off line operations. Hence, at run time, we should conceptually work as if we had a confluent rewriting system, and the only operation worth to do is narrowing (that is, left superposition steps). Narrowing too can be undecidable, hence we fix a given number of narrowing operations to apply to each goal (where the new goal instances generated at each step are treated in parallel). The number of narrowing steps can be fixed by the user, but a really small number is usually enough to solve the problem if a solution exists.
Example 1 Suppose we wish to prove that the successor function is ≤-reflecting, namely ( * ) ∀n, m.Sn ≤ Sm → n ≤ m Suppose we already proved that the predecessor function is monotonic: monotonic pred : ∀n, m.n ≤ m → pred n ≤ pred m We would like to merely "apply" the latter to prove the former. Unfortunately, this would not work, since there is no way to match pred X ≤ pred Y versus n ≤ m, unless narrowing the former. By superposing twice with the equation ∀n.pred(Sn) = n we immediately solve our matching problem via the substitution {X := Sn,Y := Sm}. Hence, the smart application of monotonic pred to the goal n ≤ m succeeds, opening the new goal Sn ≤ Sm that is the assumption in ( * ). Hence, after normalization and elimination of congruent terms, we are left to prove 3
under the inductive hypothesis
It is evident that it is enough to instantiate j with i + 1 but in order to unify (k + i) + 1 with k+? j we have to use the associativity law for the sum! Hence the smart application of Hind succeeds where the normal application would fail.
The auto tactic
By itself, smart application is less interesting than expected. The point is that, compared to the effort of finding the "right" theorem t in the library, the work of transforming the goal to match the conclusion is a boring, but minor task.
What is really interesting, instead, is the possibility to combine smart application with a goal-oriented proof searching technique, to achieve a cheap, simple but surprisingly effective management of equality.
According to our philosophy, forward operations in ITP systems should be performed off line, and explicitly or implicitly recorded in the library (if a forward step is really useful in some context, it is likely to be useful in other, similar contexts as well, hence it is a very good candidate to explicitly appear in the library). For this reason, the Matita automation tool is backward-based (backward operations act on the goal, that is only known at run time), essentially trying to build a proof by a repetitive application of tactics. The proof we are looking for is not in normal form: in fact, the most relevant tactic is application, and the automation tool is supposed to explore the library for all known results matching the current goal. In this respect, automation resembles a prolog-like program, and we use a traditional depth-first strategy (with bounded, user configurable depth) to explore the proof space. The main optimizations 4 implemented are the following: goal clustering a cluster in a set of (conjunctive) goals ∆ = g 1 , . . . , g n is a minimal subset closed w.r.t. its free variables: any variable appearing in a goal of the cluster can only appear in other goals of the same cluster. Clusters obviously form a partition of the original set; their interest is that the processing of different clusters can be separated by green cuts;
loop detection if a goal ∆ generates another goal ∆ subsumed by the former, the proof branch can be pruned 5 (if we find a proof for ∆ it works for ∆ as well -recall that variables in goals are existentially quantified).
We also plan to implement a failure cache (indexed by the failure depth); instead, the advantage of caching successes looks much more questionable (either we pre-compute the whole success set, requiring a different proof searching strategy, or we easily end-up duplicating solutions). Smart application can be easily integrated in our automated proof searching tactic. Per se, due to the severe constraints imposed on superposition, smart application is not much slower than normal application. The real problem is the brutal explosion in the number of candidates. With normal application, using good data structures for indexing the universe of known results (we use discrimination trees [17] ), we are able to retrieve, for each goal, a relatively small number of candidates. In the case of smart application, any theorem predicating something "similar" to the goal is a potential candidate. Our notion of similarity is particularly weak: we look for any theorem whose conclusion shares with the goal (possibly up to reduction) the same top predicate.
Note however that what really matters from the complexity point of view is not the number of candidates which are tried, but the number of them whose application succeeds, giving rise to new branches in the the search tree. Luckily, in general, smart application does not sensibly enlarge the number of applicable theorems, and the overall complexity remains feasible, especially for small depths (3/4).
Proof traces
Since most of the time is spent in searching the right theorems composing the proof, a natural idea is to let the automation tactic return a trace of the proof consisting of all library results used to build the proof. We omit the local assumptions, all equations used by superposition, and to further reduce the verbosity of the trace, we also omit all library facts (i.e. all results with no hypothesis, hence appearing in leaf position inside the proof). The resulting set is passed as an optional "by" argument to the auto tactic.
If the argument is present, the automation tactic would use the set passed as an argument as candidates for smart applications, apart from at depth 0, where facts in the whole library would be taken into account. Local assumptions are always tried, too.
Using these simple proof traces automation becomes extremely fast, and almost comparable to a fully expanded proof script.
Example
This is a relatively complex example borrowed from the Matita standard library (in particular, in a contribution regarding lifting and substitution in DeBrujin notation). The goal to prove is k ≤ n − 1 under the assumption H : j + k < n, where j, k and n are natural numbers. The relation n < m is definitionally equivalent to Sn ≤ m where S is the successor function. Note that the successor function is extensionally equal to (but does not coincide with) the operation of adding 1, in the same way as the predecessor function is extensionally equal to (but does not coincide with) the operation of subtracting 1. Another delicate point is that the minus operation x − y returns 0 when y > x, so S(x − 1) = x only if x > 0. The solution automatically found by Matita is depicted in Figure 3 (the picture is better understood reading it from the bottom to the top): it first applies the monotonicity of the predecessor function, passing Figure 3 : Glueing together lemmas via rewriting from k ≤ n − 1 to Sk ≤ n; then it applies the lemma le plus to le : ∀n, m, a : n + a ≤ m → n ≤ m obtaining the goal k + Z ≤ n, and finally applies the hypothesis H, instantiating Z with S j. In order to do these passages, the system exploits the following equivalences:
; they are the logical glue permitting to compose together the relevant applicative steps ( le plus to le and monotonic pred, forming the trace of the proof).
Some statistics
We are currently porting the old matita library (containing almost no automation) to the new Matita system. The following The sensible increase of compilation time in presence of automation was somehow expected: the leading idea of the paper is that we are ready to pay some extra execution time if this can reduce the encoding effort on the user side (provided it does not sensibly slow-down the system reactiveness to user commands in interactive sessions: note that the average execution time per theorem is about 0.35 seconds). Traces seem to provide a natural balance between performance and verbosity.
Conclusions
In this paper we introduced a general methodology to address the complex problem of automation in interactive provers. The main principles underlying our approach are the following:
1. there is an important distinction to be made between small scale automation, mostly meant to reduce the verbosity of the proof script (resolution of trivial steps, verification of side conditions, automatic inference of missing information, etc.), and large scale automation (problem solving): the problems and requirements in the two cases are different, eventually deserving different approaches and solutions;
2. a major component of small scale automation is the capability to "reason" (apply logical rules and theorems) up to equalities, covering most part of the background knowledge tacitly used in the typical mathematical reasoning as an underlying connective glue between logical steps (see Figure3);
3. large scale automation must return a human readable and system executable proof trace; the trace must be simple, hence its execution will eventually require small scale automation capabilites (independently of the choice of implementing or not large scale automation on top of small scale automation).
The paper also describes the current state of the implementation of this program inside the Matita interactive theorem prover. In particular we presented the architectural design of the superposition tool supporting equational reasoning, and its not so trivial integration inside the Matita Interactive Theorem Prover. The tool is already highly performant (we scored in fourth position in the unit equality division at the 22nd CADE ATP System Competition), but many improvements can still be done for efficiency. In particular, more specialised data structures for indexes would hopefully give us a chance to scale up with the current best ATPs.
Another interesting research direction is to extend the management of equality to setoid rewriting [24] . Indeed, the current version of the superposition tool merely works with an intensional equality, and it would be interesting to try to figure out how to handle more general binary relations. The main problem is proof reconstruction, but again it looks possible to exploit the sophisticated capabilities of the Matita refiner [2] to automatically check the legality of the rewriting operation (i.e. the monotonicity of the context inside which rewriting has to be performed).
While we are, at present, reasonably happy of the small scale automation capabilities of Matita, much work is left about large scale automation. Our current approach tries to build large scale automation on top of small scale automation (e.g. substituting application by its smart version); this approach is natural, especially in view of the generation of proof traces but, as we already observed, it is not the only possibility compatible with our methodology and alternative solutions (requiring a tighter integration of small scale automation techniques inside large scale functionalities) are worth to be explored.
Finally, let us remark that proof traces are per se an interesting object worthty of further investigation (and, possibly, standardization), in order to optimize the trade-off between efficiency and verbosity, or to improve interoperability bewteen different systems.
